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Origin of the orientation ratio in sputtered longitudinal media
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~Presented on 13 November 2002!

The surface morphology, thin film microstructure, and crystallography of sputtered longitudinal
media were examined by atomic force and transmission electron microscopy. It was found that
surface features along the texture lines in addition to the line density affect the measured orientation
ratio. In addition,c-axis alignment along the texture line direction was established. These results
point to magnetocrystalline anisotropy associated with thec axis as a major contributor to a high
orientation ratio in these materials. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic hard disks for longitudinal data storage con
of a Co-based series of magnetic layers deposited on a
chanically textured NiP coated aluminum substrate. The p
cise origin of the in-plane magnetic anisotropy leading to
orientation ratio~OR! in these materials is yet to be esta
lished unambiguously, but its occurrence is critical to t
design of even higher density media. Both theoretical1,2 and
experimental3,4 studies have shown that an increased OR
hances recording performance, while thermally stabiliz
the media. Potential sources of this anisotropy field inclu
c-axis alignment within the plane of the disk,5–8 stress,4,7,9,10

and shape effects.7,9 In this work, we have examined th
surface morphology and film microstructure of these me
in detail to gain a more fundamental understanding of
origin of their OR, and to suggest additional methods for
evaluation.

II. EXPERIMENT

Disk surface morphology was examined with a Digi
Instruments Dimension 3000 atomic force microsco
7390021-8979/2003/93(10)/7393/3/$20.00
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~AFM!, operating in the intermittent contact~‘‘tapping’’ !
mode. To evaluate the microstructure and crystallograp
transmission electron microscopy~TEM! was performed, us-
ing a Philips CM 200 field emission transmission electr
microscope, operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1~a! shows a bright field TEM image of a regio
comprised primarily of NiP substrate material. One c
clearly discern alternating light and dark bands of periodic
;70 nm. These features are believed to represent the
chanical texturing lines imparted to the disk by a 0.1mm
diamond slurry treatment. The alternating light and dark c
trast results from varying sample thickness in the elect
beam direction.11 The film composite consists of a Cr see
layer, a CrMoX underlayer (X5grain boundary segregatio
enhancement element!, a CoCrTa intermediate layer, and tw
CoCrPtB magnetic layers.

These texture lines can also be inferred from bright fi
images of the sputtered disk@Fig. 1~b!#. In general, grains
along the ‘‘sidewalls’’ of the texture bands are not in a stro
s

.

r
s

FIG. 1. Schematic depicting the origin
of bands of light and dark contrast, a
seen in TEM bright field images for:
~a! amorphous and~b! crystalline re-
gions of varying thickness. Arrows in-
dicate the electron beam direction
Vertical lines in ~b! represent atomic
planes parallel to this direction.~c!
High resolution~phase contrast! image
of the grain cluster indicated by the
arrow. Insets at right show FHT powe
spectra from the three adjoining grain
~@1.10# zone axis!.
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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diffracting condition and do not appear in contrast. A
shown, regions of dark contrast are observed in a wide
range, from well less than 0.02mm to nearly 0.1mm. As
shown in Fig. 1~c!, however, what may appear to be sing
grains in an amplitude contrast bright field image can ac
ally be clusters of distinct, albeit closely oriented grains,
illustrated by the arrow in Fig. 1~b!. This is established by
the individual fast Hartley transforms~FHTs!, shown along-
side the grain cluster. These FHTs, which are analogou
local microdiffraction patterns, reveal a nearly identic
@1.10# hcp zone axis pattern arising from each individu
grain. The nearly identical orientation of these adjoini
grains suggests that the entire ‘‘cluster’’ formed from t
impingement of growth from adjacent nucleation sites a
may act as a single magnetic entity. It is of interest to n
that these clusters often form with their long axes perp
dicular to the mechanical texture lines, which would pr
clude shape anisotropy as contributing to the observed m
netization parallel to the lines.

Alignment of thec axis along the texture lines is ofte
invoked as a factor contributing to the observed in-pla
anisotropy. This effect has been examined, using orien
tional dark field TEM imaging by several investigators. G
ruswamyet al.12 interpret enhanced dark field contrast alo
mechanical texture lines as indicative ofc-axis alignment,
while Nolan et al.13 attribute such contrast to local topo
graphic effects. For direct evidence, high resolution TE

FIG. 2. ~a!. High resolution TEM image of grains around a mechanic
texture line.~b!. Same region with FHT patterns,c-axis direction~arrows!,
and texture line direction~double arrow! superimposed.
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was performed. Figure 2~a! depicts a collection of grains in
the vicinity of a mechanical texture line, imaged at high res
lution. In Fig. 2~b!, individual @1.10# zone axis FHT power
spectra are superposed and the direction of thec axis drawn
in with an arrow. In this particular case, where the disk O
(M rt) was 1.6, seven out of ten grains displayc-axis align-
ment close to the texture line direction~double arrow!. In
fact, based solely onc-axis alignment, an OR of 1.6 would
require;30% of the grains to be ‘‘perfectly aligned’’ with
the texture grooves. It has been found experimentally t
media with lower measured OR values exhibit a lesser
gree of alignment, often with out-of-planec-axis components
present.

The relationship of the surface morphology to the resu
ing OR has been investigated by Wong,14 who reported that
OR values increased more or less linearly with increas
roughness amplitudeRa . However, this parameter is not th
only indicator of the surface profile. Figures 3~a! and 3~b!
show high-resolution AFM images of a low~1.2! and a high
~1.8! OR surface. In both cases, theRa values are the sam
~0.4 nm!. Close inspection, however, will reveal a high
‘‘line density’’ ~30 versus 15 per micron! for the OR51.8
relative to the OR51.2 surface. So, in this case, it appea
that the line density is the relevant parameter. Figure 3~c!
shows an OR51.6 surface of identical roughness and lin
density to the OR51.8 surface of Fig. 3~b!. This ambiguity
occurs increasingly in the present ‘‘smooth’’~yet high OR!
disk profile regime required to enable decreasing fly
heights. Consequently, more detailed surface analysis is
quired. We have found the power spectral density~PSD!
function ~square of the Fourier transform! in the circumfer-
ential direction to provide additional insight into the deta
of the surface morphology along the mechanical texture li
Figure 4~a! compares the PSD curves for the high and lo
OR surfaces depicted in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. In these plots,
the x axis represents the wavelength~in microns! of circum-
ferential features and they axis, their corresponding contri
bution to the surface topography~the area under the curve
corresponds to the surface roughness!. A clear difference is
noted in the 0.0075–0.05mm wavelength regime~differ-
ences at longer wavelengths are due to the scan skew an!.
This dimension corresponds to that of a single grain to

l

t
FIG. 3. High resolution atomic force micrographs of a:~a! low (OR51.2), ~b! high (OR51.8), and~c! intermediate (OR51.6) disk surfaces. Vertical heigh
scale is 20 nm.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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cluster of, at most ten grains, as depicted in Fig. 1~b!. In Fig.
4~b!, the high~1.8! OR PSD curve is compared to that for a
intermediate OR value~1.6! disk surface, depicted in Fig
3~c!. Even here, we observe a marked deviation of the cur
in the above wavelength regime. Defining a ‘‘circumferent
roughness’’Rc as the area under the PSD curve betwe
0.0075 and 0.05mm, we calculate values of 0.14, 0.12, an
0.08 nm for the OR51.8, 1.6, and 1.2 surfaces, respective

Alignment of thec axes of Co-based alloy grains wit
the mechanical texture lines has been shown by x-
diffraction15,16 and TEM17 to be related to distortion of the
underlying Cr-based lattice structure, which relaxes ani
tropically parallel and perpendicular to the mechanical te
ture lines.10,18–20In this way, pseudoepitaxial growth can b
promoted. However, to this point, no explanation for the i
tial alignment of the Cr̂110& axes parallel to the texture line
~which is required for Coc-axis alignment! has been pro-
vided. Chunget al.21 have described a conceptual model th
relates the surface ‘‘nanoroughness’’ to the ‘‘wettability’’ o
the Cr nuclei on the disk surface. In this model, a hi
roughness leads to a less wettable surface. Since the lo
energy planes of the Cr bcc lattice are the closest-pac
ones, ~110!, a high wetting condition~lower roughness!
would promote~110! growth parallel to the local surface.22

In a high roughness condition,~002! growth would be ob-
tained. The scale of the roughness is important, howeve
Fig. 5, the Cr growth scenario on a relatively smooth d
surface with a high circumferential roughness is depict
schematically. Looking only along the circumferential dire
tion ~i.e., paying attention toRa or ‘‘line density’’ alone!, the
disk surface is relatively flat (Ra /L50.005, whereRa is the
two-dimensional surface roughness amplitude andL is the

FIG. 4. ~a! PSD function for two disk surfaces exhibiting highly differen
OR ~1.2 dark, 1.8 light curve! values.~b! Corresponding curves for disk
surfaces displaying closer OR~1.6 dark, 1.8 light curve! values.

FIG. 5. Schematic growth model of Cr on the disk surface at left, view
circumferentially and radially. L is the texture wavelength,Ra , Rc are the
two-dimensional roughness amplitude and circumferential roughness
spectively.
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texture line wavelength!. Viewed radially, however, the sur
face appears much rougher (Rc /Ra50.42, whereRc is the
circumferential roughness, defined as above!. Therefore, to
minimize the surface free energy, a highRc value tends to
‘‘lock in’’ the orientation of the Cr grains, with~100! growth
~and consequentlŷ110& alignment! parallel to the texture
groove. We have found a good correlation of this parame
and measured OR values on ‘‘smooth’’ disk surfaces.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

TEM results show grains in textured longitudinal med
to grow as correlated clusters, often with their long dime
sion orthogonal to the mechanical texture line. Evidence w
presented for crystallographic~c axis! alignment along tex-
ture lines. These results suggest that the high orientation
tios observed in these media may result from the magn
crystalline anisotropy associated withc-axis alignment along
the texture lines. This alignment is though to arise via ps
doepitaxial growth of Co-based magnetic grains onto the
underlayer which, itself, tends to align its^110& parallel to
the mechanical texture lines to minimize the surface f
energy. Circumferential roughness has been found to b
useful gauge of this tendency, especially on smooth disk
faces. The foregoing suggests that achieving a large circ
ferential roughness is a key parameter in attaining high
disks on smooth surfaces.
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